If W is a Picard bundle on the Jacobian y of a curve C , we have the problem of describing W globally. The theta divisor 0 is ample on J . Thus it is possible to write n*W as the sheaf associated to a graded M over the well-known ring ®m>QT(J,fi'j(m^6)).
The first method
Let & be a Poincaré sheaf on J x J . Let 5Cn be an invertible sheaf on / of the form (find) where the divisor 6 gives the usual principal polarization of J . If n > 0 then n12'n <g> ¿P is a family of ample invertible sheaves on the second factor. It follows from Mumford's vanishing theorem that n > 1 then R'tIj.Q" is zero if / > 0 and the Picard sheaf W = nj,Qn is locally free of rank ng -g + 1 = (n -l)g + 1 .
The inclusion of C in / induces a restriction homomorphism a: %/n -* W . The critical fact is Consider the exact sequence This yields the well-known exact sequence of Lemma 2. We have an exact sequence where e is just evaluation.
The composition ßD: Tn -^Wmg -U k^{Q"\JxD) = nJt(n¡^n®^\JxD) is simply restriction and is determined only by how D sits as a closed subscheme of / . The combination of the above facts give the first solution of the inversion problem.
Theorem 3. Wng = Image(y?fl) and %n{D) = Cokernel(j3D).
Normal presentation
Let 5C be a very ample sheaf on a projective variety X. A coherent sheaf 9~ on X is said to be normally presented if we have an exact sequence R®k&®~X -^ G®k cfx -+.9~^0 for some vector spaces R and G. Furthermore & is said to be strongly presented if the homomorphism G -> T(X ,.9r) is surjective.
Lemma 4. A strongly presented coherent sheaf & is determined by T(X ,9r) and the kernel of the multiplication T(X ,F)®T{X ,^) ^T(X ,^ ®5f).
Proof. First of all we may assume that ß : G -» T(X ,&~) is an isomorphism by factoring G ®k <fx -^ & through G ®k cfx where G is the image of ß . Then R -► G ®T{X ,¿2?) has image in the kernel of multiplication. Hence the kernel contains enough relations to define &~ as a quotient sheaf of G ®k cfx . D
We will need a lemma to prove that some sheaves are strongly presented.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark. If we just assume that 9^ is generated by its sections, then we can conclude that .9^ is normally presented.
Abelian varieties
Let X be an abelian variety with ample invertible sheaf 5?. An invertible sheaf Jt on X is said to be of type n if it is algebraically equivalent to 2'®n for some integer n . If the type is «# > 1 then JH is ample and if it is > 2 then J! is generated by its sections and if it is > 3 then ./# is very ample.
We have a basic result.
Theorem 6. If JV and JH are two invertible sheaves on the abelian variety X such that typefyf*) > 3 and type(^#) > 4, then JV is strongly normally generated for .£.
Proof. We first need to write enough relations between the sections of JV and Let N = T{X, yV)®k B/AB where B is the graded ring 0n>o T(X, J?m). We have a canonical surjection n: N -» JV where /V is the ¿f^-module associated to the A -module N . The theorem will be proven if we can show that n is an isomorphism.
To do the above we must show that ( 1 ) for any point x of X the vector space N{x) is one-dimensional.
We may assume that all sheaves on X have been given compatible trivialization at x and let e{a) = o(x) be evaluation. Then Ñ(x) -T(X, JV)¡{ 1 ®e)A by definition. Thus we need to show that (1 ® e)A has codimension one in T{X, JV). As the whole theorem is invariant under translation we may assume that x is the identity 0 of X.
Take X: Y{X, JT) -► k a linear functional such that A((l ®e)./i) = 0. Now
As Sa is generated by its sections we may assume that s(0) ^ 0. Therefore X{{r ,q^)q2{Q)) = X((r ,q2)ql(0)) is symmetric in qx and q1 and vanishes if q] (0) or q2(0) equals zero. Write A((r,0,)<77(O)) = li{r)q{{0)q2{0) and note that [i is well defined because Qt¡ is generated by its sections. We intend to show that (2) /j, (r) = constant • r(0). If we show (2) then A is a multiple of evaluation at 0. Hence ( 1 ® e)A is the kernel of evaluation and thus ( 1 ) is true.
We will show that (2) follows from a global variational argument with a. Let 3P be a Poincaré sheaf on X ® X where X is the dual abelian variety. 
The second method
An invertible sheaf J? on the Jacobian J has type n if S? is algebraically equivalent to cfj{n8) where 6 is in the class of the principal polarization. Thus type(^) = n where 5fn is the sheaf of §1, the notation of which we will be using.
Let .-#(,$?) be invertible sheaves on J of type m{r). One might hope to prove that %/n{D) ® .£ is normally presented for S% for reasonable bounds on m, n and r. If one tries to use Lemma 2 and Lemma 5, the problem is that we would need W ®.£ to be generated by its sections (but I do not know when this is true). This emphasis is circumvented by applying the isogeny nLj : J -> J given by multiplication by n . This resolves the problem. The result is (2) we will use the surjection a: ^ -» W of Proposition 1 as n > 2. Thus (2) will follow if we prove (4) (n\ j)*T~n®.£ is generated by its sections if m >n + 2 .
By[l] («ly)X tnT(J,S¡¡jek J2f~* . Hence we just need (-2f "'® 31) to be generated by its sections; e.g. its type > 2 . As the type is m -n , (4) is true.
To prove (3) we have to modify the argument of [1] due to the presence of (nlj)* . We will first give some isomorphisms which follow in the same way as [1] from the vanishing of higher direct images and the Leray spectral sequence. Now we need to determine when the cohomology of this sheaf on C vanishes. Let a -m/{m,n).
Write m = ab and n = cb. As a is prime to the characteristic, the curve Ca = (aly)~ C is an unramified Galois covering of C. Hence for any quasicoherent sheaf !7 on C we have an injection //'(C^") -H'{Ca, (alj)*.9~). Thus we want to study The theorem tells us when ((nIj)*^n(D)) ®Jt is determined by the multiplication ß:T{J ,{{n\ j)*Wn{D))®.£)®Y{J ,31) ^T{J ,{{n\j)*%?n{D))®Ji ®3?).
Thus we want to know more about this group. I will only give the dimension here.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is surjective by Mumford's result in [4] . D
